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Abstract

separate the issueof numerical schemeaccuracy and the
evaluation of the subgrid-scalemodel assumptions.
Direct sinrelations of small- and finite-amplitude disturSpectral methodsare the most natural option for a nubancesin spatially periodic plane Poiseuilleflow were per- merical scheme to carry out the above mentioned simuformed. The ability of three high-order finite difference lations, becauseof the high accuraciesof these methods.
methodsto predict the proper behaviorof the disturbances However, finite-difference schemes present easier implewas under investigation. The proposedprocedureallowed mentation and extension to complex geometries, despite
to concludeabout the spatial resolutionand time-step re- that their accuracy level is often inadequate. To investiquired bv those schemesto producenumerically accurate gate the ability of establishedfinite differencemethods to

results.
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providethe correctdescription(concerningdampingand
phaseaccuracy)of relevantstandardproblemsis, therefore, a subject of great relevance.With this goal in mind,
the problem of the evolution of finite-amplitude disturbancesseemsto be an appropriate backgroundto enable
such investigationsto generate significant information on
the effectiveness of the numerical methods, when these are

1

Introduction

During the last years, an increasingnumber of NavierStokes solvers has been reported with which unsteady
flow solutionshave been sought. Most of these numerical schemesare at least second-orderaccurate (basedon
local truncationanalysis),which is acceptedto be a minimum requirement for any numerical scheme purporting

to performphysicallymeaningful
unsteadysimulations
[3].
Irrespectively, difficulties arise when aiming to assessthe
accuracyof the numerical predictionsmaking use of available results on unsteady fluid flow. Similar problems concerningthe numericalsolutionerrorsand their estimation
assumeevenstrongersignificancein large-eddysimulations

(LES). In the context of LES, so that effectivetestingof
subgrid-scalemodelscan be achieved,one must be able to
•Instituto Superior Tecnico, Technical University of Lisbon, Mechanical Engineering Department, Av. Rovisco Pais, 1096 Lisboa
Codex, Portugal.

applied to real situationsranging from hydrodynamic instability to turbulent flow simulations.
It must be mentioned that the issueof finite-amplitude
stability has been the object of systematic investigations.

Amongthesewe emphasizethe work of Fasel[41,Orszag
and Patera [13, 14], and Orszagand Kells [•2], deeming
the problemsof boundarylayer, plane Poiseuilleand Cou-

ette flows.SeealsoPatera and Orszag[15]for the caseof
pipe flow. In earlier years, limited computerresourceshave
forced other researchersto the use of approximate methods. However, reliable results have been provided, e.g., by

Georgeand Hellurns[6], for the caseof two-dimensional
plane Poiseuille flow.
The present work presents a methodical evaluation of
the performanceof finite differenceschemesin which the
two-dimensionalNavier-Stokes results reported by George

et al. [7] havebeenusedas a referencefor the transient
behavior of finite-amplitude disturbances. There is not
any a priori excuse for the choice of a two-dimensional

test case. However,as pointedout by Jim•nez[8], twoICOSAHOM'95: Proceedings of the Third International Conferenceon Spectral and High Order Methods. ¸1996 Houston
Journal of Mathematics, University of Houston.
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dimensionalcasesare simpler to compute and still relevant
understandingcan be gained from suchanalyses.In Section 2, the governingequationsand the numericalschemes
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are described.The followingtemporal discretizationswere
employed: quadratic Leith, Crank-Nicholson and AdamsBashforth. These discretizations were used together with

third-order(usingquadraticupstreaminterpolation)and
fourth-order(fifth-orderupwind-biased
approximations
for
the convectiveterms only) spatial accuracy.In Section3,
a carefulcharacterizationof the test cases(includingvalidation via linear stability theory) is given. The last two
sectionsreport the results and main findingsof the present
study.

2

Numerical

2.1

formulation

95

simulationsto be performed usingrealistic computational

grid sizes[17]. The migrationof thoseschemes
to higher
order of accuracy,although desirable,brings along the issueof stability. High-order accuratefinite differencemethods are often plagued by numerical instability, taking the
form of unphysicaloscillationswhich corrupt the expected
solution. Nevertheless,the lack of robustnessexhibited by
such methods may be combated. Employing high-order
upwind-biased finite difference schemes, the undesirable
non-physical effects such as artificial viscosity may be excluded or at least minimized to acceptable level, while its
basic stable convectivesensitivity property is retained. In
order to enable the investigation of physical instabilities

(unstablewaves),the transientcharacterof the flowfield
mustalsobe resolvedaccordingly.
Further,Fasel[4] indi-

Governing equations

The conservativeform of the continuity and momentum cates that second-orderaccuracy for time derivatives is an
equations for incompressibleflow, expressedin Cartesian additional requirement.
In the next paragraphs a succint descriptionof the discoordinates(x.y) with correspondingvelocitycomponents
cretization
schemes used in the reported calculations is
(u. v) and p the pressure.are givenby
given.
SchemeA employsthe third-order accurateQUICK for(1)
ux + vy = 0

mulas[9] to approximatethe convective
termsoccurring

in equations(2) and (3). A three-pointupstream-weighted
quadraticinterpolationis usedto obtain eachgrid cell wall

1

value individually, in accordanceto a conservativeformu1

(3) vtß (uv).•
• (vv)y:-Puq-•ee(v•xq-vyy),
where subscripts indicate partial differentiation, the

lation. The consistenttreatment of the diffusionis equivalent to central differencing.A Leith-type of temporal discretizationis alsoemployed,making useof Lagrangianin-

Reynolds
numberRe = •oa, with Uostanding
for a char- tegrals to derive the finite differenceexpressions.as shown

acteristic velocity. h for a characteristic length and u for
the kinematic viscosity.

The primitive equations(1) - (3) will be integratedin
time by the well known pressure-correctionmethod which
requires the solution of a Poisson equation. A staggered
grid system will be used for the discretization of the governing equations. In the presenceof solid boundaries,noslip conditions will be imposed for velocities. All the algorithms to be presentedhere are based on a conservative
control-volume

2.2

= u2-_
(4)

ß

formulation.

Discretization

x

mentsin orderto ensuresuccessful
calculations
[3]. It is
known that, when solutions are of periodic nature, the
method

must be at least second-order

1

1 •2

-

+ 3u_, -

_

where C is the Courant number, 'y denotes the non-

schemes

Finite differencemethodsintended to investigateproblems
involvinghydrodynamicstability and transition or the simulation of turbulent flowshave to meet a number of require-

numerical

by Leonard[9]. The resultingexplicitformulafor convec-

tion and diffusion, for example in the one-dimensionalcase
with u• > 0 is given by

dimensionaldiffusioncoefficientand the superscriptsindicate the time level. The use of quadratic upstreaminterpolation allows to obtain third-order truncation error
in time, as long as Re remains high. Further details for
the application of this method, known as QUICKEST, to
two-dimensionalfluid flow problems,were givenby Pereira

accurate

and Sousa[16].
(includinginitial and boundaryconditions),basedon loIn scheme B, the convective terms are also approxical truncationanalysis[2]. However,spatialsecond-order mated using the third-order accurate QUICK finite difaccuracymay still be inadequate for the above mentioned

ference formulas

and the diffusion

terms are discretized
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usingsecond-orderaccurate central differencing. However,
in this case, the simulations advance the variables in time

using the second-orderaccurate implicit Crank-Nicholson
tinhe-steppingmethod for the viscous terms, while the
second-orderaccurate explicit Adams-Bashforth method
is applied to convectiveterms. Once again, for the onedimensional case with ui > 0 one may write

(5)u•+• -_ u•+7,•3•", _ H/•-•)+•• (•+•' +M/•)
+ 3u?- 7u?_+
(6)

xU

=
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Scheme C also employs a fourth-order accurate discretization of the Poissonequation that arises in all these
numerical schemesusing the pressurecorrection method.

It shouldbe mentionedthat, due to the staggeredgrid
arrangement, the u and v velocity componentsare sometimes required at locations where they are not available.
For consistency,a cubic interpolation techniquebased on
Lagrange polynomial method, which is fourth-order accurate, is used.
Near solid boundariesthe overall accuracyof the method

is reduced. Grid points lying next to the boundarieswhere
no-slip conditions are imposed, are treated using either

second-orderaccuratefinite differencestencils(pressure

- 2u?+

SchemeC employs high-order finite differenceapprox-

imationsfor all terms arisingin the set of equations(1)
- (3). The algorithm is explicitly advancedin time using the second-order accurate Adams-Bashforth method.
First-order accuracy on the viscousterms is tolerated becausethe problems to be investigated are at large Re. Sim-

gradient and viscousterms, and both the divergenceand
Laplacian operators) or a third-order accurate upwind-

biasedscheme(convectiveterms) which may be written
as

2u•_•+3u,-6u,_•+u,_2

for the one-dimensional case •vith u, > 0.

ilarly to the aforementioned schemes,one may write

-

• raH.•_ H/•-•) + M/•.

3

Test

cases

Here the convectiveterms Hi are approximatedusingfifthAiming to evaluate the accuracy and robustnessof the nuorder accurate upwind-biased differences. The first-order
merical schemespresentedin the previous section. two test
derivatives arising in the non-linear terms are discretized casesare carefully described here.
using seven-point stencils, originating the corresponding

discrete contributions to Hi.

For example, in the one-

dimensional case with ui > 0, one writes

(8)[Ou
2

--6u•-2
+60U,+l
+40ui
--120u,_•
+30uz-2
--4u,-a

The finite difference contributions

to the diffusive terms

M•, arisingfrom the second-orderderivatives,are obtained
using fourth-order central differencesapproximationsas

(9)

[O2u]
•
L•

The pressure
gradienttermsin equations(2) and (3) are

i-•

Small-amplitude

disturbances

The first test case consists in the calculation

of the evo-

lution of small-amplitude disturbances in channel flow.
It is our ultimate objective to make available numerical
schemeswhich are able to accurately perform the simulation of finite-amplitude disturbances. However. before
committing oneself to carry out this kind of simulations,
the above referred methods must be applied to a closely
related problem allowing results validation. In the case of
small- amplitude disturbances, exact solutions are avail-

--u,+2+16u,.•-30u,+16u,_i--u•_2

also discretizedusing high-orderfinite differences.Fourthorder of accuracy was required for the approximation of
first-orderderivatives,but oneshouldnote the implications
of using a staggeredgrid system, yielding

(10)

3.1

24•x

The divergenceoperatorarisingin equation(1) mw be

able from linear stabilitytheory (LST).
The flowfield

(13)
where (•,•)

is initialized

as

u(x, y, t)

v(x,
y,t)
represent an eigensolutionof the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation for Re = 7500 and wavenumber
ct = 1.00. The parameter z definesthe amplitude of the

obtained by the application of the finite differenceapproxidisturbance and therefore it must be small. The value of
mation to a first-order derivative in each spatial direction.
z
= 0.001 has been used. A supercritical Reynoldsnumber
Requiring fourth-order accuracy,the central differencing
formula

(Re > Re•,Rec = 5772.22with ct = 1.02 [11])hasbeen

reads
12Ax

chosenin order to investigate the ability of the numerical schemesto describe the behavior of linearly unstable
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disturbances.As a basisfor the comparisonwith the eigensolution, the energy associatedto the perturbation in the
channelis computedat each time step. It may be defined
as

(14)

z(t) =

+

dxdy,

1y0

4

Results

The numerical simulation of a small-amplitude disturbance has been performed using the three finite difference
schemesalready described,employingthree computational
grid sizes. The numericalgrid is equispacedin the streamwise direction

andthemonitorization
ofthequantity
•oo'where
E0=

95

but stretched

in the wall-to-wall

direction.

The stretching of the mesh was obtained through a mild

(an expansionrate of 1.05 wasemE(t = 0), altowsto assessthe accuracyof the employed geometricprogression
ployed).
schemes.
Inaccordance
toLST,•o isexpected
togrow
in Figure i showsthe behaviorof the perturbation energy
timeas½2crt,
whererr = 0.002235[10].It is furtherenvis- in the channel,given by equation (14), as a functionof
aged that this preliminary test will indicate the adequate
the non-dimensional
time. The (exact) solutionfrom LST

numerical grid sizes to be used later in the simulation of
finite-amplitude disturbances.

correspondsto the solid line, showing an amplification of
about one order of magnitude during the simulation time.

For a (16 x 65) computationalgrid, amplificationwasob-

3.2

Finite-amplitude

disturbances

The secondtest case comprisesthe developmentof an initial disturbancewhich was also superimposedto the fully
developed laminar channel flow solution, analogouslyto

tained only for schemeC. However, it can be seenthat too

muchdissipationoccurs.When a (32 x 65) grid wasused,
amplificationof the initial disturbanceoccurredfor all the
three schemes. Yet, whereas scheme C complies with the
exact solution for the actual spatial resolution. this grid

what expressed
by equation(13). However,in this case, still demonstratesinadequacyfor schemesA and B, which
exhibit considerabledamping errors. Employing these lat-

the perturbation takes the following form

ter two schemes,
a (64 x 65) grid wasfoundto be required

(1,5)

=

fy(a,

for the reproduction of the LST solution.

cos(.)

5(z,y)= cf(a.y)sin(cx),

wheref(a, !l) is a function givenby

•.z A (64x65)

(16)

f(a,y)_
f.[cosh(ay)
cosh(a) cos(ay)]
cos½) '

with • = 0.105 and c• = 1.05 for Re = 4000.

-- 4•-4•
A(32x65)

- •

B(64x65)

•

•:•

/

.• •

The constant

f• is a normalization factor so that the maximum value

of f(a.0) is unity and a is a root of the transcendental
equation

(17)

•z'5.
• '•

tanh(a) + tan(a) = O.

•_• --• ••---

The above defined function belongsto a classof orthog-

onalfunctionswhichsatisfyfour boundaryconditions(the
function together with its first derivative vanishesat the
ends of the choseninterval, i.e., at the solid walls of the

O

29•

'>50

3 :o

plane channelin the present case). The details in the
derivation of this type of functionsmay be found in Chan-

drasekhar[1, Appendix V•. Solutionsof the aboveindi- Figure 1: Energy growth rates for the numerical schemes.
catedformhavebeensoughtby Georgeet al. [7] usinga
Based on the results provided by this preliminary test,
spectralmethod[6]. They havefoundthat the fluctuation
amplitude of the disturbanceshowsa small decayfollowed the computational meshesto be used in the simulation of
by a sustainedslow growth. This behavior hoistsup this the proposedfinite-amplitude disturbance problem have
test to a very effectiveestimationof the dampingand phase beenselected.Therefore,a (32 x 65) grid will be usedin

accuracy
inherentto a particularnumericalscheme
[5].

conjunctionwith schemeC, while (64 x 65) controlvol

Accuracy Comparison0œHigh-Order Schemes
umes are expected to be required for an accurate simulation when schemesA and B are employed.
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5

Conclusions

An accuracy comparison of high-order finite difference
The finite-amplitude disturbancesimulationshave been schemeshas been performed. The first scheme(QUICKperformedfollowingthe strategy delineatedin Subsection EST) employeda quadraticLeith-type of temporal dis3.2. As mentioned earlier, the results reported by George cretization together with the third-order accurate QUICK
et al. [7] will be usedas referencesolution.
formulas for the approximation of the convective terms.
The second scheme used the same spatial discretization
Figure 2 displaysthe resultsobtainedwith schemeA. It
but
the time-steppingprocedurewas constructedusingthe
can be observedthat the numerical method is very much

demandingin terms of the Courant number. In fact, this

Crank-Nicholson/Adams-Bashforth
method. In the third

parameterhad to be reducedto very smallvalues(C = scheme,Adams-Bashforth was used again for the time advancement of variables; fourth-order accuracy was required
0.05) beforethe methodcouldproduceacceptableresults.
For the chosenspatial resolution,numericaldissipationand for spatial discretization but, for the convective terms,
dispersionare seento seriouslycorrupt the solutionwhen fifth-order accurate upwind-biaseddifferenceswere used.
The finite difference methods were evaluated using two
the Courant number is increased. Actually, for Courant
test
cases:the evolution of small- and finite-amplitude disnumbers above 0.2, sustained growth of the disturbance
turbances
in spatially periodic plane channel flow. The
could not be obtained employing this method.
results obtained for these test cases allowed to quantify
The resultsobtained xvithschemeB are portrayed in Figthe grid and time-step requirementsin order to obtain acure 3. In contradistinction to scheme A, scheme B is much
curate results. As a reference for the comparison, linear
lessstringentwith respectto the time step. The Courant stability theory and spectral method solutionshave been
nmnber could be increasedup to C - 0.4 without resulting used. The following conclusionswere drawn:
in any noticeable change in the computations. The comFor the same spatial resolution, the QUICKEST
parisonof the behaviorof the presentsolutionwith the one
•cheme
required very low Courant numbers (C <
reportedby Georgeet al. [7, Figure1], clearlyshowsthat
the temporal and spatial resolution are adequate to accu0.05) to avoid that damping and phase errors corrupted the solution;
rately resolve the present flow problem. Gao and Leslie
[5] have alsoperformedthesesamecalculationsutilizing
a similar numerical discretization. Our results employing

. The second scheme has shown to be insensitive

to the

the (64x 65) grid are clearlylessdampedandshowa larger

Courant number (at least up to C = 0.4; however,

phasechangein the period of simulation than the onesreported by the mentionedauthors. However,they haveused

the method is still quite demanding with respect to
grid requirements, as accurate results could only be

a spatialresolutionof (32 x 64) grid nodesonly (actually
the computationalmeshwas(32 x 4 x 64)). For this reason,the resultsof a samplecomputationusinga (32 x 65)

producedemployinga (64 x 65) computationalgrid:
.

the resultsof Gao and Leslie[5],unequivocally
indicating

The third finite differenceschemeinvestigated in the
present work demonstrated the ability to accurately
perform the simulations embraced by the test cases

inadequate spatial resolution.

employingonly 50% of the control volumesrequired

Figure 4 showsthe resultsproducedby the application
of scheme C. It has been observed that, for the present

by the remaining methods; small sensitivity to the
Courant number effect was also apparent from the
simulations reported herein.

grid were included in Figure 3. These comparewell with

scheme.
a spatialresolutionof (32x 65) is sufficient
to yield
accurate results. Further, the simulationswere found to be
nearly insensitiveto the Courant number, up to C = 0.4.

Finally, Figure 5 summarizesthe results obtained employing the three numerical schemesunder scope, for a

realisticCourant number(C = 0.2) if one bearsin mind
the aim of carrying out real fluid flow calculations. The
solutions obtained with schemeB are very close to those
generatedby schemeC, but they require the double of
control

volumes.
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